
The UK’s premier showcase of hoUsewares, TableTop and small domesTic appliance brands



show essentials
Show: Exclusively Housewares 2019

Dates: Tuesday 11 and Wednesday 12 June 2019

Venue: Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington,  
 London N1 0QH

Tel:  +44 (0)121 237 1130

Fax: +44 (0)121 237 1133

E-Mail: info@exclusivelyhousewares.co.uk 

Web: www.exclusivelyshows.co.uk 

Opening Tuesday 11 June - 9:00am to 5:30pm 
times: Wednesday 12 June - 9:00am to 4:30pm

Visitor Free and open to all bona fide housewares 
registration: buyers via the show website
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Exclusively Housewares and Exclusively Electrical are both ACID Accredited Exhibitions and have zero tolerance of plagiarism in order to create a safer trading environment for exhibitors.

Exclusively Housewares and Exclusively Electrical are owned and organised by Brooke House Exhibitions Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of the British Home Enhancement Trade 
Association (BHETA)

#ExCSHoW

Thank you!
our thanks this year go to:

For their sponsorship of the Buyers’ Lounge.

For their sponsorship of the shows’ roving and fixed point  
tea & coffee service.

For their sponsorship of the show bags.

For their sponsorship of the restaurant.



2019 sees a fantastic line up of 149 exhibitors, showcasing some 
275 brands. The preview is our window to the show, an 
opportunity to showcase our exhibitors’ latest news. Moreover  
it’s our first chance to highlight our 32 new exhibitors. 

Trend consultants Scarlet opus are once again supporting the  
show, with trend talks, tours and displays. The importance  
of understanding trends and their potential impact on your  
business is paramount and the preview includes a glimpse  
of three key trends in interiors that they will elaborate on at  
the show. Don’t miss your opportunity to take part in a  
FREE trend tour, simply reserve your place via our website  
www.exclusivelyshows.co.uk/scarlet-opus-tours

New for 2019. Food trends. “the food people”, the global food 
trend spotters, will be introducing key food trends which you may 
like to consider in buying, sourcing and creating appealing retail 
displays. Read more on page 44.

The Brand Showcase draws top journalists and influencers to the 
show. Details of this initiative can be seen on page 45.

The continuing popularity of trends supported by prime-time TV, 
consumer press and influencers continues to fuel the demand  
for the best on-trend housewares. our exhibitors have them all! 
From must-have eco-friendly tools and gadgets, beautiful 
designer table settings, the latest ‘smart’ cookware, and  
hydration bottles.

There is plenty to see and think about at this year’s Exclusively 
Shows - this preview is just the start!

We look forward to welcoming you to the show in June.
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welcome To oUr show preview 
for exclusively housewares and  
sister show exclusively electrical

The Exclusively Shows Team

From left to right: Will Jones, Simon Boyd, Lindsey Hoyle,  
Pam Ballone, Nicola Adams-Brown, Richard Watts.



exclusively housewares exhibitors and brands
Addis HousewAres Ltd eH292
AeroLAtte Ltd eH319
ALAddin eH249
ALbero Forte  
Composite sL eH158
ALFi eH104
AmeFA (uK) Ltd eH408
AnniversAry House eH238
Anton studio designs eH204  
AnysHArp eH154
ApoLLo HousewAres Ltd eH232
ArCHiteC eH128
ArtHur priCe eH144
ArtisAn street eH409
ArtLAnd eH204
AsHdene eH282
Auteur Ltd eH265
AydyA Ltd eH154
b&i int. Ltd eH234
bAKeHouse & Co eH409
bAKe-o-gLide eH138
bAKer & sALt,  eH110
bAmix eH249
bAr bespoKe eH140
bArCrAFt eH454
bAristA And Co eH427
bbC eH203
beAu & eLLiot eH325
bee’s wrAp eH321
bergHoFF uK Ltd eH440
bHetA eH458
biA  eH204 
biALetti eH427
birA eH457
bLACK + bLum Ltd eH341
bLACK And deCKer - 
benross mArKeting Ltd eH347

bobbLe eH265
bodum (uK) Ltd eH442
bosKA CHeesewAres  
& CHoCowAres eH317
bosKA CHeesewAres eH317 
bosKA CHoCowAres eH317 
brAbAntiA (uK) Ltd eH446
bredemijer eH229
buCKingHAm  eH234 
buiLt eH454
bundt® eH303
burton mCCALL Ltd eH249
CAmeLbAK eH249
CAndLeLigHt  
produCts Ltd eH436
CAptivAte brAnds eH409
CArnAby eH248
CAsA & CAsA Ltd eH426
CeLLArdine eH128
CHArLes bentLey  
& son Ltd eH346
CHArLes viAnCin eH438
CHAsseur eH438
CHeF Aid eH277
CHeF’n eH454
CHeF’s CHoiCe eH438
Cie europe eH450
City LooK imports Ltd eH283
CLive CHristiAn eH144
CoLourworKs eH454
CompACtor eH450
CooKsmArt  eH283
CooKsmArt Kids eH283
CorKCiCLe eH265
CreAtive produCts Ltd eH306
CrusH And grind eH263
CrystALite boHemiA eH327

dAvid mAson  
(design) Ltd eH276
de buyer ind. sAs eH412
deCor eH434
denby brAnds Ltd eH352
dexAm int. Ltd eH438
disney eH203
disney eH240
dnC uK Ltd eH203
douLton eH258
douLton FiLtAdApt eH258
douLton wAter FiLters eH258
dreAmFArm eH411  
drinKpod eH136
dr oetKer eH448
durobor eH327
dutCH CreAtive brAnds eH236
eAsiyo eH428
eAsiyo produCts  
(uK) Ltd eH428
eAzigLide eH220
eCLipse® eH423
e-CLotH eH406
eCoLogy eH299
eddingtons Ltd eH321
egAn eH240
eKo utiLity (uK) Ltd eH445
eLiA int. Ltd eH294
eLLA sAbAtini eH126
eLLiA eH314
emiLe Henry eH229
engLisH tAbLewAre Co  eH276
enso eH248
ep brAnds C/o snips eH233
epiCureAn eH321
essentiALs by premier eH225
eurosoniC group Ltd eH248

evo LiFestyLe produCts eH287
FACKeLmAnn brAnds uK eH448
FALCon eH431
FALCon produCts Ltd eH138
FinAL touCH eH140
FisKArs eH219
FissLer eH249
FKA brAnds Ltd eH314
FLAsH eH110
FormA House Ltd eH411
FormAtiCum eH321
Foxwood Home eH276
FreeForn eH327
FuLL CirCLe eH321
Furi eH448
gAstromAx™ eH405
geFu eH229
geH Ltd eH277
green pAn eH142
greener CLeAner eH430
guiLLouArd eH414 
H & L russeL Ltd eH433
HAden eH214
HAiry biKers  eH248
HAus mArKeting & 
distribution Ltd eH229
Hb peeK eH423
Hip eH265
HomediCs eH314
HomesmArt eH283
HowArd sHooter studios eH327
HusKi Home/gourmet 
gAdgetry eH280
i grunwerg Ltd eH136
i LiKe birds eH316
i styLe my Home eH327
iCb nv eH284

iF you CAre eH321
impressions eH316
internAtionAL  
CooKwAre Ltd eH444
ion8 eH154
jAmes mArtin by denby eH352
jeAn dubost sAs eH407
jerAy (sALes) Ltd eH140
joe wiCKs eH293
josepH josepH Ltd eH295
jwp Ltd eH156
KAi  eH241
KAmbuKKA eH254
KiLner eH146
KitCHen pAntry eH409
KitCHenCrAFt eH454
KLeeneze eH337
KnigHtsbridge pme Ltd eH302
KoCHbLume eH253
KozioL eH229
KuHn riKon uK Ltd eH253
KyoCerA eH229
LA CAFetiere eH454
LA roCHère eH327
LA vidA verde eH232
LAdeLLe uK Ltd eH282
LAgoA eH316
Le CHAteAu textiLes Ltd eH257
Le Creuset uK Ltd eH213
Le jArdin eH316
Les Artistes pAris eH156
LiFeFACtory eH104
LoCK & LoCK eH156
London pottery eH454
LsA  eH447
LuCAs eH421
Luigi bormioLi eH126
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exhibitors brands
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LuziA eH316
mAison by premier eH225
mAison Home eH276
mApA spontex uK Ltd eH206
mArCAto eH138
mArveL eH203
mArveL eH421
mAry berry eH409
mAson CAsH  eH150
mAsterCLAss  eH454
mAxweLL & wiLLiAms eH454
mepAL eH120
mepAL bv eH120
metALtex (uK) Ltd eH212
meyer group Ltd eH293
mgA eH203
miCropLAne eH249
miCropLAne int.  
gmbH & Co Kg eH246
miCrowise eH413  
migHty mug eH438
miKAsA eH454
mito eH316
mixoLogy eH140
monsoon by denby eH352
monsoon For  
ArtHur priCe eH144
my giFts trAde eH316
nAu eH316
nAvigAte Ltd eH325
neAt ideAs Ltd eH353
nedAC sorbo mAsCot eH270
newmArK gArden eH413 
new sodA eH438
niCKeLodeon eH421
nogent eH414
nogent 3 etoiLes eH414

nordiC wAre eH303
nostiK eH284 
notos eH316
oCtopus pubLisHing 
group eH429
oLde tHompson eH249
ortHex group eH405
oxo eH215
pACKit eH128
pACKmAte eH433
pAtterson &  
rotHweLL Ltd eH413
pebbLy eH128
pendeFord HousewAres eH431
pHA KitCHessentiALs Ltd eH128
pioneer eH136
pLAnit produCts Ltd eH231
pLAstiCForte eH158
pme eH302 
poKito eH321
poLAr geAr eH203
poLder produCts LLC eH300
premier HousewAres Ltd eH225
prepArA eH128
prestige eH293
priCe & Kensington eH150
puLLtex eH138
pusHpAn eH110
pyrex eH444
QuoKKA eH421
rAbbit eH454
rAvenHeAd eH150
rAywAre (mAson CAsH priCe & 
Kensington rAvenHeAd) eH150
rAywAre (typHoon  
viners) eH152
rAywAre (KiLner) eH146

red deviL eH232
remosKA s.r.o. eH416
riCHArdson sHeFFieLd eH408
rivers drinKwAre eH427
rivierA eH316
robert weLCH designs Ltd eH309
roLL’eAt eH265
rosti eH120
royAL douLton eH219
royAL douLton eH258
royAL douLton eH311
rusHbrooKes eH438
russeL eH433
russeLL Hobbs  eH267
rustiCA eH232
sAbiCHi HomewAres Ltd eH214
sALter  eH314
sAmueL groves -  
engLAnd 1817  eH209
sAnteCo eH449
sArA miLLer London  eH316
sCAnpAn eH229
sCHooL oF woK eH438
sCion eH438
sCott brotHers Ltd eH434
sCoviLLe eH223
sCrub dAddy eH287
sigg switzerLAnd  
bottLes Ag eH449
simpLeHumAn (uK) Ltd eH456
sistemA uK Ltd eH343
sKK eH241
smArtstore™ eH405
smAsH gLobAL Ltd eH451
smb group Ltd eH315
smidge eH100
somA eH265

sopHie ConrAn  
For ArtHur priCe eH144
sorbo eH270
spLAsH eH232
spontex eH206
stAnLey eH249
stAnLey rogers eH448
stArpLAst uK Ltd eH415
stAsHer eH128
stAub eH202
stojo eH265
stor s.L eH421
stow green eH321
summerHouse  
by nAvigAte  eH325 
swAn produCts Ltd eH400
swig eH299
t s uK Ltd (tontAreLLi) eH404
t&g woodwAre Ltd eH263
tAiLor & sLoAne eH283
tALA eH277
tALLeres toymA s.L eH418
tAme pets eH413 
tAtAy eH452
tAyLor’s eye witness Ltd eH241
teFAL eH264
tHe CooKwAre CompAny eH142
tHe drH CoLLeCtion Ltd eH204
tHermACeLL eH249
tHe wine sHow  eH236
tomorrow’s KitCHen eH236
tontAreLLi eH404
tower eH402  
trAdestoCK Ltd eH327
trAmontinA eH256
typHoon  eH152
u group Ltd eH209

uK tHermos Ltd eH104
uLtimAte produCts eH267
universAL eH203
up gLobAL sourCing 
HoLdings pLC eH337
vACu vin eH236 
vALerie grAHAm Ltd eH243
vALerie grAHAm Ltd eH299
venn eH409
veKtrA eH136
veritAbLe eH229
viCtorinox eH249
vinCi eH232
viners eH152
vinoLogy eH140
vitALity House Ltd eH430
we Love pAstA eH138
wentwortH eH436
western House Ltd eH126
wegter Consumenten b.v. eH244 
wHAm  eH110
wHAt more uK Ltd eH110
wHiteFurze Ltd eH305
wHitFord Ltd eH423
wiLtsHire eH448
wustHoF eH229
wwe eH203
zenKer eH448
zento eH426
zoKu eH249
zwiLLing j.A. HenCKeLs Ltd eH202
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amefa
EH408
International cutlery experts Amefa bring you the latest New cutlery that relates to current and up and coming 
Pantone trends for 2019/20, combining our passion for colour and design to coordinate perfectly in your home. 
Eclat Pastels - Beyond a shade of Pale - kaleidoscope of New pastel shades Eclat Metallics – Metropolis – Deco 
glamour at the dining table PVD Coloured Cutlery – Skill Set - Metal, inspired finishes. 

There is always plenty to see at the show, so whether you’re starting or 
finishing your christmas buying, looking for ‘on Trend’ ideas to tempt your 
regulars or need to re-order a best-seller, exclusively housewares  
is a great place to do it! 

read on for a taster of what you’ll be able 
to see at the show…

alfi / UK Thermos 
limited
EH104
Alfi’s impressive collection has 
something for everyone, whether 
timeless and elegant, bright and 
colourful or simple and practical, 
the variety of sophisticated 
colours and materials is right for 
any occasion and location. The 
design-oriented insulated carafes 
such as the pictured Gusto 
collection are perfect for 
everyday use or that extra special 
occasion.

addis
EH292
Addis will be showcasing their new and award-nominated product, the fold 
flat laundry basket. This is the ultimate in space-saving design. This 
collapsible laundry basket folds flat when not in use for easy storage. Can be 
stored between your washing machine or in a kitchen cupboard. Large 38L 
capacity with convenient carry handles.



auteur
EH265
At Auteur, we are the UK home of Stojo, Corkcicle, 
Soma, Hip, bobble and Roll’eat. our motto is that we 
tell the best brand stories, we have a passion for 
innovative, design-led products with a purpose that not 
only do their bit to help the environment but that also 
turn heads wherever you go. We are the one-stop shop 
for reusables, from fashionable water bottles to 
collapsing coffee cups 
and zip open straws.
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anysharp / aydya limited
EH154
AnySharp knife sharpeners have a patented, 
powerful suction grip, for hands-free use. 
Safer by design, it will work with all steel 
knives, including serrated blades (not 
micro-toothed serrations) and can be used by 
anyone to get professional results. A few light 
strokes and in seconds the knife is as sharp as 
new. over the years, we have gained a loyal 
brand following and have many celebrities and 
professionals endorsing our products.

artisan street / captivate brands
EH409
2019 sees Captivate Brands start its second year on the market! 
Ranges on show include three star brands from last year – 
Bakehouse & Co, Kitchen Pantry and Venn – as well as the new 
range Artisan Street. This is a gorgeously simple tabletop 
collection majoring on the contemporary, combining ceramic, 
wood, stainless steel and glass. It brings together durable 
professional quality products with optimum practicality.

anniversary house
EH238
We are delighted to welcome Peter Rabbit into our portfolio 
of classic iconic British brands. The home baking-led range 
focuses on Beatrix Potter’s original lovable characters that 
have charmed and enchanted us for generations. The range 
includes a Cookie Cutter Set, Resin Figurine Cake Topper, 
Cupcake Cases, Sugarcraft Cake Toppers (which are 
handmade in our Dorset facility), and Cello Bags for gifting 
those home-baked treats.

aydya limited
EH154
Brilliantly simple, simply brilliant 
Aydya is a multi-award-winning 
company that operates across a 
range of sectors under a 
number of brands. our mission 
is a perpetual cycle of 
increasing excellence in 
brilliantly simple solutions to 
everyday problems with simply 
brilliant utility and function.



baker & salt / what more UK
EH110
Non-stick and enamel bakeware and cookware. Celebrating 
great British design and manufacturing, our ranges encompass 
quality and endurance. our double non-stick bakeware offers 
the latest Whitford coating that delivers a reliable performance 
and comes with a ten-year guarantee. The award-winning 
enamel range is handcrafted with an heavyweight steel base, 
an ergonomic design suitable for stove-top cooking and a 
lifetime guarantee.

TaTaY sToraGe basKeTs /  
baobab collection
EH452
our modern and useful storage baskets in 4 sizes 
are made of high quality BpA-free plastic. They are 
perfect for storing all kinds of household products in 
a practical and elegant way and they are easy to use 
thanks to their ergonomic handles. Their double 
utility allows for stacking or fitting together. The 
baskets with their lids, transform into storage boxes. 
There are 5 trendy colours: pergamon white, blue 
mist, lilac, taupe, brown and anthracite grey.
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barista & co
EH427
Barista & Co are passionate about coffee and take pride in 
crafting the finest products and making speciality coffee 
accessible to all. We are proud to supply some of the leading 
coffee, tea and retail shops across the globe. As well as the 
Barista&Co range we are proud to be the exclusive UK 
distributors for Bialetti and Rivers Drinkware.

beau & elliot / navigate
EH325
Beau & Elliot are proud to introduce their latest range of coordinating 
‘Lunch on the go’ and hydration products with their ‘Quartz’ range.

bakehouse & co / captivate brands
EH409 
The Bakehouse & Co brand brings together durable 
professional-level equipment that has been designed for 
optimum practicality, for instance using Whitford Quantum 2 
non-stick coating on the heavy gauge bakeware and offering 
stacking stainless steel mixing bowls and versatile bowl & sieve 
sets, ideal for today’s compact living. The range also includes 
contemporary-style dual glaze finish ovenware and sculptural 
embossed storage with ash wood lids.



bira
EH458
Bira has been helping the high street for 120 years, 
with over 30 services dedicated to saving you money 
and time. With our buying group, Bira Direct, you’ll 
enjoy bigger savings on leading brands, streamline 
your entire invoicing process, and get to spend more 
time doing what you enjoy – running your business.

bheTa
EH457
BHETA is the leading UK trade association for 
manufacturers, suppliers and distributors in the 
home enhancement market. As the owner and 
organiser of the Exclusively Shows, BHETA works 
hard on behalf of suppliers, retailers and media 
to offer them the opportunity to network with 
vital contacts within the industry. BHETA’s online 
Retailer Zone is also the trusted destination for 
retailers looking to source new product ideas.

berghoff UK ltd
EH440
one of the stars on the BergHoFF stand will be 
Leo! originally comprising a selection of fun 
and funky tools & gadgets, Leo now covers a 
huge design-led range from storage, chopping 
boards and best-selling coloured knives to the 
bang-on-trend on The Go, including bento box, 
water bottle and dual lunch pot. New this year is 
Leo cookware with soft-touch handles, on show 
alongside BergHoFF’s 2018 cookware hit, the versatile 
cast aluminium GEM.
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bee’s wrap / eddingtons
EH321
Wrap up a chunk of cheese, half a lemon or a loaf of 
homemade bread. Bee’s Wrap is a natural alternative to 
plastic wrap for food storage. From start to finish, close 
attention is paid to the ingredients and materials used 
throughout the entire production process. Made from 
organic cotton with beeswax, organic jojoba oil and tree 
resin, Bee’s Wrap products are reusable, fully 
biodegradable & compostable.

black + blum
EH341
We have a new logo, new packaging, new designs 
and a new location! Come and see us at EH341 to 
meet co-founder and lead designer Dan Black to 
discuss all of these developments and to explore the 
full range. We have AW19 launches in our best-
selling stainless steel and charcoal water filter 
collections, plus a sneak preview of a completely new 
range of lunch boxes that will bring something 
different to the food storage market. Watch this space!



bodum
EH442
Introducing our new collection of 
shatterproof outdoor tumblers 
made from an extremely durable 
polycarbonate that won’t crack, 
shatter, break, cloud or discolour. 
These outdoor Tumblers have the 
same thermal properties as our 
glass versions, so your hot drinks 
will stay hot and cold drinks will 
stay cold for a longer period of time 
and with no messy condensation rings 
to worry about! Crystal-clear design for 
the outdoors.
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boska cheesewares & chocowares
EH317
Boska loves food! What you love, you want to cherish 
with the right food tools. Cheese and chocolate are 
our favourites. Both can be enjoyed cut, sliced, grated, 
curled or melted as fondue. Both taste best with the 
right tools and the right people. We’ve got the tools, 
you bring the people.

brabantia
EH446
Brabantia are celebrating their 
100th birthday this year, and 
look forward to bringing their 
celebrations to the Exclusively 
Housewares Show 2019! The 
brand’s special centenary 
collection will be on display, 
including the relaunch of 
Patrice, and the stunning 
Vegan Leather Bo Touch Bin! 
Plus, visitors to the show, and 
Brabantia’s stand, will get an 
exclusive first glimpse of the 
brand’s newest range of 
products. Come and join the 
celebrations!

black+decker - benross marketing limited
EH347
Benross Marketing are proud licensees of Black+Decker 
branded consumer durables across Laundry, Waste 
Management, Manual Floorcare and Cleaning. This year we 
will be launching an extended collection encompassing new 
Airers and Floorcare as well as Manual Cleaning, all with the 
quality and attention to detail that have become part of the 
B+D brand identity.

bobble / auteur
EH265
Meet bobble Pure, the newest bobble to the collection. 
Pure is a glass fashion statement, featuring a lightweight, 
thermal and shock-resistant design, protecting your bobble 
from unintended bumps and falls. Pure is suitable for hot 
and cold drinks, has a mouth opening wide enough for ice 
cubes, and an easy-to-use straw top.



champagne mirage / arthur price
EH144
The partnership and product range with Monsoon 
continues. Synonymous for eclectic feminine designs since 
1973, Arthur Price Champagne Mirage is the latest 
addition to this enormously successful range. Available in 
44-piece, 32-piece and 16-piece combination sets and 6 
great gifting options. Champagne Mirage is taken from the 
original hammered design and is decorated with a 
luxurious yet subtle Champagne coloured titanium coating.

charles bentley & son ltd
EH346
Charles Bentley will be launching 
the new plastic-free range in 
partnership with the Marine 
Conservation Society this spring. 
Consisting of cleaning solutions for 
around the home, each made from 
sustainable, high-quality, natural 
materials, we’re pleased to 
announce that it’ll be in Sainsbury’s 
and many of the UK’s leading high 
street retailers.
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carnaby / eurosonic
EH248
Carnaby Tableware is designed in Britain to capture 
the true essence of the name. With bold colours and 
patterns, Carnaby is guaranteed to compliment any 
home.

captivate brands
EH409
This first Exclusively Housewares 
for Captivate Brands is a chance 
to see the initial ranges – 
Kitchen Pantry, Bakehouse & 
Co, Venn, new SS19 Artisan 
Street (pictured) – and new Mary 
Berry licensed tableware for 
AW19. All the ranges represent 
Captivate’s core ethos: brands 
and products which bring 
together durable professional 
quality and optimum practicality, 
and in the case of the Mary 
Berry range, the addition of a 
credible celebrity licence!

circulon /  
meyer Group limited
EH293
Circulon will be showcasing new 
cookware ranges at this year’s show. 
For more than 30 years, Circulon 
has been uniquely crafted with its 
revolutionary Total non-stick system 
designed to ensure that food will not 
stick. This system is integral to every 
Circulon product and truly sets it 
aside from other cookware brands.



creative 
products ltd
EH306
Creative Products will 
be showcasing a 
range of new products 
at Exclusively 
Housewares. Moving 
away from plastic 
packaging, Creative 
Products will be 
introducing 
sustainably sourced 
eco-friendly paper 

packaging where possible. New products include Fly Away, 
Plasma Lighter, Grill Mesh, Squidgy Thing and Chop to Pot. 
Visitors to the show will be able to view existing bestsellers the 
original Steamer and BBQ Pan along with Festive Mermaid 
cushions.

cooksmart / city look imports ltd
EH283
Cooksmart brand is a creative mix of inspirational and 
practical kitchen textile and accessory essentials. our new 
design introductions for 2019 include: Country Floral, Spotty 
Dotty, Beside the Seaside, a fun novelty range and a range 
of matching tea towels and mugs. We will be showcasing 
our new Cooksmart collection including exciting new printed 
and embellished designs along with new Christmas designs.

costa nova - le Jardin by christian 
Tortu / my Gifts Trade
EH316
In recent years, bringing nature into the home has 
been a major trend in decor. Designed by Christian 
Tortu, Le Jardin, our brand new home collection, is  
a great and stylish way to introduce some greenery 
into your home. Each product will create surprising 
silhouettes whether with or without flowers.  
Be inspired!

compactor / cie europe 
EH450
CIE are a family owned company based in 
Lille, Northern France. Under the Compactor 
brand we produce storage solutions for 
around the home. our factory in Spain 
produces storage bags and totes to 
compliment our soft storage ranges. Clothes 
rails, organisers and baskets enhance the 
range. We have storage solutions for the 
kitchen and bathroom with our Bestlock 
suction system.

corkcicle / auteur
EH265
Make every sip an experience, fuelled by 
innovative design and social responsibility, 
inspired by a commitment to complement 
personal style. With the new Neon Lights 
collection, with extraordinarily soft and 
shockingly bright neon colours you’ll want 
to show off, you’ll never leave it behind. 
Plus, Corkcicle x Poketo have designed a 
series of colourful, graphic drinkware 
designed to inspire your creativity, and keep 
you cool at the same time.
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dexam
EH438
A family-run business with 
over 60 years in the industry, 
Dexam continues to create 
and distribute original and 
innovative products. Changing 
the way we cook and prepare 
feasts to share with family and 
loved ones, we are particularly 
fond of our tools and gadgets.

denby brands ltd
EH352
New Studio Grey combines artisan with urban 
in a contemporary grey palette in a collection 
of handcrafted stoneware bowls, plates and 
platters for casual dining in the home or 
restaurant. Made in Derbyshire, character 
pieces include a handleless mug for herbal tea 
or toothbrush holder and versatile ceramic 
coasters. Denby is also showcasing its extensive 
Cookshop Collection with all the qualities of 
Denby to meet the needs of the modern cook.
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doulton filtadapt
EH258
To enjoy the best possible drinks 
wherever you go, start by using a 
Doulton water filter to ensure top 
quality, great-tasting tap water. 
filtadapt® is the new contemporary, 
high-efficiency drinking water filter. 
Placed next to the sink it connects to 
the end of the existing kitchen tap. 
Designed for adaptability with a 360° 
swivel spout for versatile positioning 
on the counter and a modular design 
with interchangeable coloured body 
sleeve and cap.

dnc UK lTd
EH203
Polar Gear have been creating high-quality, reusable food 
& drink products for 20 years; encouraging sustainable, 
healthy family lifestyles. Durable, lightweight DNC Polar 
Gear products come in coordinating designs & colours. 
BPA-free bottles, travel cups & food containers are perfect 
for keeping water cold, drinks hot & snacks to hand. Stay 
energised on the go & encourage children to drink water 
and eat well with fantastic bottle & bag designs!

décor / scott brothers ltd
EH434
Established over 60 years ago Décor has built its reputation on design 
excellence, product innovation and trusted quality. Today there are 
over 500 products in the Décor range, including kitchen-ware, lunch 
and hydration, picnic-ware, garden-ware and other cleaning products. 
Scott Brothers Ltd is the UK’s leading distributor of household storage.
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doulton water filters
EH258
Drinking water filters are an effective, easy way to enjoy clean, fresh water 
in the home and on the go from counter-top solutions that sit next to the 
sink and connect to the existing kitchen tap through to under-counter inline 
systems with a dedicated drinking water tap. The Doulton TASTE bottle was 
developed to maximise contaminant removal in a smaller filter, ideal for 
use when filling up out and about where there is concern with water quality.

eaziglide
EH220
eaziglide began with a small 
group of friends who shared a 
love of cooking and eating good 
food. To advance non-stick 
coatings, we developed a new 
toughening system to handle high 
damage resistance and to improve 
food release, making products 
more durable and cooking easier. 
Since then, we’ve created an 
extensive range of products all 
featuring the unique Neverstick 
coatings.

easiYo
EH428
The EasiYo Yogurt Maker has no moving 
parts or electronics and is compact and 
easy to clean. With a variety of EasiYo 
Yogurts to choose from, each sachet 
contains quality milk powder, natural 
flavours and live cultures so you can easily 
make your own delicious fresh yogurt.  
• Easy to make  
• No artificial ingredients  
• Contains live cultures  
• Thick and creamy  
• Source of calcium  
• Gluten-free  
• Suitable for vegetarians.

e-cloth
EH406
e-cloths clean all hard surfaces using 
just water. They remove grease, dirt and 
over 99% of bacteria without the use of 
chemicals. The health and 
environmental benefits of cleaning with 
water alone are very real and tangible, 
which is why all of our products are 
endorsed by Allergy UK. The superb 
performance of most e-cloth products 
has been independently verified by the 
Good Housekeeping Institute and carry 
their approved logo.

ecology /  
valerie Graham
EH229
ECoLoGY offer a 
unique look that is earthy 
and organic with natural 
tones and fluid, 
hand-drawn designs that 
resonate with a modern 
sophisticated customer. 
The focus on creating 
products of beauty is 
coupled with a high 
emphasis on quality, 
ensuring the longevity of 
every piece.

eco from lock & lock / Jwp ltd
EH156
A range made from 100% food-grade 
waste plastic.



elia
EH294
Presenting Aspira the 24-piece Gift Box Set. Aspira is a 
contemporary range with a plentiful gauge for a well-balanced feel 
in the hand. With handles that gently taper to a smooth, subtle 
upturned point and polished to a smooth mirror shine, this attractive 
range is forged from 18/10 stainless steel for strength and 
durability. Perfect as a gift, this 24-piece gift set contains settings for 
6 people.

eKo
EH445
EKO’s mission is to continuously innovate and redefine 
homeware. Specialities include award-winning recycling 
and sensor bins (in a wide range of colours, sizes and 
styles) and a growing range of innovative housewares. 
EKo has market-leading capabilities in product design, 
engineering and manufacturing. Established in 1997, EKo 
now supplies leading retailers and hospitality customers in 
over one hundred countries. EKo Home Re-imagined.
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eddingtons ltd
EH321
Driven by consumer demand, the UK market is seeing a 
growing trend in ‘Sustainable Living’ products and at Exclusively 
Housewares Eddingtons will be showcasing a selection of 
world-class brands delivering quality, on-trend products for the 
eco-conscious consumer. Brands on show will include Bee’s 
Wrap, Formaticum, If You Care, pokitio™ and Full Circle, 
together with our 2019 Christmas collection and a preview of 
the 2020 Epicurean Melamine range.

emile henry / haus
EH229 
Emile Henry’s new ‘Delight’ range reconciles the 
burning desire to sizzle, brown or sauté with the 
pleasure of simmering in ceramic pots on both 
traditional heat and induction. Committed to 
French craftmanship, Emile Henry remains true to 
its historic location in the heart of Burgundy, 
where traditional skills are maintained. Made 
from innovative ceramic, ‘Delight’ is highly 
resilient and diffuses the heat evenly to bring out 
the flavours. 

enso / eurosonic
EH248
The Enso Eco range has something for everyone. The 
range has sustainability at its core. Stylish ergonomic 
designs with stunning patterns and colours.



esG / eurosonic Group limited
EH248
ESG: Eurosonic Group is an international homewares company based in 
Manchester, England, specialising in homeware supplies. our international 
recognition has won us exclusive licenses with some of the world’s best brands as 
well as private label contracts with some of the UK’s most prestigious retailers.
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epicurean / eddingtons
EH321
Innovation, quality, functionality, 
durability & responsibility are at the heart 
of the Epicurean brand. Every cutting 
board is made with naturally renewable 
or recycled materials in an 
environmentally responsible way. 
Epicurean develop original designs that 
are simple, functional & beyond trend. 
The exclusive material used is called 
Richlite, a paper composite which is 
non-porous, dishwasher-safe & durable, 

while being easy on your 
cutlery.

essentials by premier
EH225
Discover functional and trend-led 
kitchen and dining products 
essential for everyday living, from 
preparation to cooking, serving to 
storage. Non-stick pan sets and 
stoneware baking dishes sit 
alongside an array of gadgets in 
colours that range from 
understated to funky. Glassware 
and ice buckets help to get the 
party in full swing, while dish 
drainers and cutlery trays assist 
with the subsequent clean-up.

forma house ltd
EH411
Dreamfarm is a young company of designers 
from Brisbane in Australia with some very strict 
design principles: Make it work as good as it 
looks, even on the 1000th use, not just the first 
time. Exclusively distributed by Forma House, the 
team will be introducing line extensions to the 
innovative one hand or two ortwo grinder 
(featured) at the show, alongside a complete 
presentation of the brand range.

flash / what more UK
EH110
A range of British-designed floor 
cleaning products, such as mops 
and brooms, under the Flash 
licensed brand from Procter & 
Gamble. Building upon the core 
ethos of Flash we have developed 
products that really help make 
cleaning more effective and 
simpler by putting dirt in its place! 
Following on from the very 
successful launch last year, further 
product lines will be introduced 
throughout 2019.

falcon products
EH138
Falcon Products, on their newly located 
stand at the show entrance, will feature an 
eye-catching display of style and 
innovation displayed throughout all their 
distinguished brands. Pride of place will be 
their own flagship Bake-O-Glide™ brand, 
proudly unveiling some exciting new 
concepts.  New lines will also feature from 
other European brands such as We Love 
Pasta, Pulltex and Marcato, including the 
striking limited edition otello pasta maker.



formaticum / eddingtons
EH321
our professional-grade storage 
paper and bags are just too good to 
keep all to ourselves. Formaticum 
cheese paper keeps your cheese 
tasting fresher for longer. Designed 
specifically for cheese, the products 
retain proper humidity while 
allowing for cheese-friendly oxygen 
exchange. Made in France and 
designed for cheese storage, our 
paper & bags are perfect for quick 
clean-up of leftovers and make an 
excellent gift for cheese lovers.

full circle / eddingtons
EH321
Full Circle is committed to the health 
of the environment for this and 
future generations. The 
manufacturing process is designed 
to preserve resources and reduce 
waste while creating long-lasting 
products from safe materials. 
Every material used is carefully 
selected for its durability, giving 
you more time before each one 
ends its lifecycle. Full Circle reinvents 
the form and function of homewares 
products to delight consumers.
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Greener cleaner /  
vitality house limited
EH430
NEW! Greener Cleaner® is now made from 
100% recycled plastic, sourced from waste 
plastic, helping to reduce single-use plastic.  
Come and see our fresh new product look, 
complete with new packaging. NEW! Greener 
Cleaner® gives back.  Visit our stand to find 
out what we are doing to protect our oceans 
and combat plastic pollution.  
1% of all our net sales 
are donated to 
charitable 
organisations 
through 1% for 
the Planet.

Greenpan /  
The cookware company
EH142
GreenPan™ Featherweights – the brand’s first cast aluminium 
range – scooped Innovation awards this year. It’s extremely 
lightweight (50% more than cast iron), easy to handle, has 
superior heat distribution and retention and an innovative ‘rainfall 
effect’ lid. Durable diamond-reinforced Thermolon™ Infinity 
Professional ceramic non-stick makes 
it perfect for intensive daily use 
& metal utensils. oven- and 
dishwasher-safe.

haden / sabichi homewares ltd
EH214
This year we are delighted to launch a range of appliances 
developed in conjunction with the well-know chef Lorraine 
Pascale, she adds “Eating well is so important, but with 
increasingly busy lifestyles it is not always possible to make 
healthy, nutritionally balanced & delicious dishes. So I decided 
to collaborate with Haden to create cooking products that can 
help you maintain a healthier lifestyle, but also allow you to be 
creative in the kitchen.”



hip / auteur
EH265
Introducing Clean Straw,  
a patented straw that zips 
open and closed for thorough  
cleaning, keeping it clean as a 
whistle, with no brush required  
to clean. Maximum style,  
minimum fuss. Hip straw is more 
hygienic than the standard straw, 
and is leak-proof for your favourite 
drinks. Made from food-grade, 
BPA-free silicone, and in a range of 
sets of colours!
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i like birds / my Gifts Trade
EH316
Throughout Asia, the crane is a symbol of 
happiness and eternal youth. In Japan, it 
symbolizes good fortune and longevity, and an 
ancient Japanese legend promises that anyone 
who folds a thousand origami cranes will be 
granted a wish by a crane. So… stay young 
and happy with one of our stunning I Like Birds 
crane houseware products.

i Grunwerg ltd 
EH136 
We are proud to showcase our Pioneer 
brand featuring our vacuumware 
technology alongside our new eco-friendly 
range of BPA-free stylish, fun and colourful 
range of DrinkPod food and drink flasks. 
Extremely durable, our Pioneer range are 
manufactured using 18/10 stainless steel 
technology, and is hard-wearing and 
constructed with an unbreakable inner and 
outer shell. It’s insulated design will keep food 
and drinks hot or cold for up to 8 hours or more. 

huski home/Gourmet Gadgetry 
EH280
Huski Home is a family-run company that creates 
biodegradable homeware and kitchenware, putting 
sustainability at the top of the priority list. We join the 
ranks of retailers pledging to reduce their environmental 
impact so we can all see a changeable future. We utilise 
what is biodegradable and earth-friendly in our range 
and we’re proud of that. 

haus marketing & distribution limited
EH244
Representing the very best worldwide brands for your 
kitchen and home. our passion - to focus on high 
quality and respected names that will last a lifetime. 
HAUS has welcomed exciting new brands to its profile 
this year, making it easier for you to create a 
professional experience of quality in your own kitchen.



if You care / eddingtons
EH321
‘If You Care’ kitchen and household 
products are carefully and 
deliberately crafted to have the least 
environmental impact and the 
lightest carbon footprint possible, 
while at the same time delivering to 
the consumer the highest quality 
and most effective results. If You 
Care analyses the entire life cycle 
chain in developing products, from 
raw materials sourcing, to 
production process, to packaging 
and disposal.

impressions / my Gifts Trade
EH316
Classic country French shapes are the foundation of the 
Impressions collection. We’ve added texture with both 
hand-sponged glaze and an antique border. Both colours 
are offered with this unique surface treatment.

ion8 / aydya
EH154
Ion8 will be presenting their 
2019 range of Red Dot 
Award-winning reusable 
leak-proof water bottles. 
Available in various sizes, 
designs, prints and colours, 
they are manufactured in a 
wide selection of steel and 
Tritan styles. They also have a 
full accessories range of 
infusers, shakers and cases. 
Ion8 is a specialist hydration 
brand offering an unparalleled 
range of items, perfect for 
anyone looking for high-quality 
reusable hydration products.

Jean dubost laguiole
EH407
Jean Dubost Laguiole Pocket Knife ‘Le Poche’ All-Stainless steel folding Blade. 
Different handles available: real wood such as olive, PEFC-certified oak wood, 
violet and also ABS Plastic resin handles in black or red. Nicely presented in a 
gift box with a real leather pouch. 

James martin by denby
EH352
James and Denby are launching 4 new multi-functional porcelain smart serving 
kits in their ‘Serve’ collection. These clever, space-saving serving sets each have 
pieces which nestle inside one another when not in use and have a lid which 
becomes a useful plate. New ‘Gastro’ pieces also present food in style and are 
ideal gifts which include a raised serving board, tapas set, a serving saucepan 
set and a two-piece plate & mug set.
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Joseph Joseph
EH295
Joseph Joseph is an English 
housewares manufacturer who is 
best known for its design-led 
products, founded in 2003 by twin 
brothers Richard and Antony Joseph. 
It all started with a chopping board, 
and the brand has continued to grow 
to include innovative and functional 
products, not only for the kitchen, but 
in other areas of the household too. 
New additions this season include 
egg gadgets, storage solutions and 
new products across our categories.
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Koziol / haus
EH229 
Koziol introduces a stunning 
organic collection based on 
cellulose: 100% recyclable 
without any traces of melamine, 
formaldehyde or BPA. The 
products promise to be 
extremely long-lasting, robust 
and heat-resistant. The range 
welcomes a positive ecological 
balance compared to other 
materials and the attractive 
product shades for this range will 
sit perfectly in any home with 
Koziol’s award-winning design, 
function and emotion. 

Kochblume / Kuhn rikon UK ltd
EH253
New for 2019, we are launching Kochblume, a range of silicone tools and 
cleaning products available in a wide range of vibrant colours. The range is 
stainless steel-cased, BPA-free and made of 100% food-grade silicone. The 
modern design is heat-resistant to 260°C Come along, meet the team and 
check out our launch deals!

Kilner
EH146
The new Kilner® Stackable Storage 
Jar with Dispensing Taps 
incorporates two jars which stack 
on top of one another, allowing the 
consumer to fill with two different 
liquids and serve in tandem, 
offering a clever space-saving 
solution. New for 2019 we have 
added to our bottles range and 
designed a brand new Clip Top 
Bottle shape, which has a vintage 
square outline, adding a 
contemporary twist to the 
collection.

Kambukka / bibo brands bvba
EH254
Kambukka designs trendy drinking solutions for people on the 
go. Our consumers consciously choose bottles that fit their 
lifestyle & personality. In that way they can express their thirst for 
more adventures, fun, and action. Kambukka has a lid for every 
occasion, and is100% leak-proof and easy to clean thanks to 
the Snapclean® feature. Kambukka bottles are so easy to use, 
after a while you just can’t imagine a life without them.



Kyocera / haus
EH229 
Kyocera has been manufacturing 
kitchen knives with blades made 
of zirconia ceramic since 1984. 
As well as technical expertise, 
these knives also call for careful 
manufacturing and love of detail 
in every step of production. 
Kyocera are enriched with 
Japanese quality and special 
Kyocera properties to ensure that 
you have a pleasurable cooking 
experience each and every time.

ladelle
EH282
Ever so sweet and romantic, Ladelle’s Mystic range creates a real 
look of luxury. Deep emerald green and burgundy bring a rich 
old-world charm, but are modernised with the addition of white, 
pale pink and highlights of gold. Ceramic pieces are carefully 
created using organic shapes and hand-painted detail.

le chateau Textiles ltd
EH257
Le Chateau will be showing their full spectrum of 
high-quality kitchen towels, coordinates, table linen and 
PVC, including new designs and table protectors plus 
additions to the William Morris Gallery range.

lagoa /  
my Gifts Trade
EH316
Strong and versatile, 
Lagoa offers the perfect 
balance between 
contemporary style and 
durability. Lagoa 
represents a new 
generation of tableware 
that will stand up to 
everyday use, from 
coffee shops to fine 
dining and catering 
environments.

le creuset
EH213
Le Creuset will be showcasing their NEW Autumn/
Winter Collection which looks back at the past in order 
to look forward. As we approach the 100-year 
anniversary of Art Deco, Le Creuset will celebrate this 
luxurious era with a modern interpretation of 1920s 
style. Rediscovering the way we once did things to give 
a fresh perspective on how we cook, eat and entertain 
today. Le Creuset… for a lifetime of delicious cooking.
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le Jardin / my Gifts Trade
EH316
Designed by Christian Tortu, Le Jardin, our brand new home 
collection, is a great and stylish way to introduce some greens and 
florals into your home. From translucent glazes such as the Lisboa 
or Madeira collections to more dark and opaque finishes such as 
the pieces designed by Christian Tortu, each vase will create 
surprising silhouettes with or without flowers. Be inspired!

lsa
EH447
Handmade pieces for the modern bar sit alongside sculptural vases 
and mouthblown drinkware in a range of shapes and finishes. 
Architectural silhouettes contrast with organic forms. Hand cut 
decoration, sandblasted texture and opulent metallics add tactile 
details to the seasonal palette of rich brown and cool white. From 
timeless designs to statement pieces, each product embodies LSA 
International’s signature originality and expert craftsmanship.

luigi bormioli / western house ltd
EH126
Western House offers beautifully designed 
products to reflect today’s lifestyle. As 
specialists in glassware. Western House is also 
the UK’s distributor for the world-renowned 
manufacturer Luigi Bormioli, who have just 
launched the new Diamante range with an 
elegant design, perfect for any table. Visit the 
stand to see a glimpse of creative glassware.

luzia /  
my Gifts Trade
EH316
The glow of the Luzia 
collection is inspired by 
the ‘golden hour’, that 
time of day when the 
sun is almost touching 
the horizon, and the 
light softens every 
colour. This collection 
is both casual and 
sophisticated, and is 
guaranteed to be a 
charming choice for 
any modern table 
setting.

maison by premier
EH225
Maison by Premier makes fashionable design and kitchen 
and dining products accessible to all. Explore serveware 
handcrafted from sustainable wood, and ceramic-coated 
pots and pans in a selection of colourways. Kitchen 
storage is created from a variety of materials and finished 
in numerous colours for easy coordination. The brand 
takes style seriously, and references core trends 
encompassing everything from rustic to contemporary.
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premier housewares ltd
EH225
We’re excited about welcoming 
visitors to our stand. We’ll be 
exhibiting an eclectic collection 
of products that reflect the 
diversity of our ranges. For 
2019 it’s all about making a 
genuine statement in the kitchen 
without compromising on 
function, from serveware that 
celebrates sustainability in 
society, to cutlery sets that add a 
touch of luxe to the table. All 
visitors will be met with a myriad 
of on-trend choices.

mary berry / 
captivate brands
EH409
This is Captivate Brand’s 
first Exclusively Housewares 
and the official launch pad 
for an exciting new Mary 
Berry licensed range! 
Available AW19, the 
collection covers tabletop 
and dinnerware in white 
porcelain. Each piece has a 
single delicate motif in 
colour, inspired by Mary’s 
love of all things 
horticultural and includes 
birds, flowers and herbs. 
Like all Captivate’s ranges, 
it combines durable 
professional quality and 
optimum practicality.
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mepal
EH120
The award-winning Cirqula multi bowl takes centre stage. Suitable for 
preparing, storing and serving food, this really is the ultimate bowl, that 
everyone is talking about. You will also see the complete To Go collection 
ideal for healthy lunches on the move and more, including the new Fruit and 
Veggie Pot. We’ve had a great response to our 2019 outdoor dinnerware, 
Bloom, so stylish you’ll also want to use it indoors.

mason cash /  
mason cash. p&K, ravenhead
EH150
Named after one of the founding fathers of 
Mason Cash, the William Mason Collection 
features a distinctive, embossed finish in soft 
neutral colours to create a timeless, elegant 
look that suits both classic and contemporary 
kitchens. The range features stunning 
dinnerware, serveware and ovenware pieces 
and can be mixed and matched.

metaltex
EH212
Metaltex introduces Polytherm® 

Copper with 14 best sellers of storage 
& organisation products for the 
kitchen. The new range combines the 
remarkable advantages of Metaltex 
exclusive double coating, alongside 
the new trendy metallic Copper colour 
that is thrilling the market.



microplane
EH246
The Microplane iconic Premium 
Classic Zester is now available in 
‘living coral’, the colour of the 
year 2019 decided by Pantone. 
The Microplane Zester wrote 
history due to its ultra-sharp, 
photo-etched blade - made in the 
USA. Not only can the Zester 
grater deliver the fastest and most 
effective method of grating 
incredibly fine citrus peel, but it 
can also be used to grate hard 
cheeses, ginger, garlic, spices, 
chocolate, truffles, nuts and more.
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mito / my Gifts Trade
EH316
Precision-crafted for exceptional 
durability and weighted for perfect 
balance, the Mito range of flatware 
from Costa Nova conveys a sense of 
serenity and inner peace, inspired by 
the zen gardens of ancient Japan. 
Carefully manufactured from 
brushed stainless steel with solid 
black resin handles, the simplicity of 
design belies a stark beauty and 
exceptional functionality.

neat ideas ltd
EH353
Why are Neat Ideas unique? We are unlike any other 
supplier out there; we offer a full sale or return on every 
single product we sell, so no need to reduce prices to 
clear leftover stock! We consistently deliver exceptional 
sales through a winning combination of innovative 
products and in-store 
media promotion, 
maximising 
return per 
square foot.

nau cutlery / 
my Gifts Trade
EH316
Composed of brushed 
stainless steel and with 
solid-handle knives, the Nau 
range of flatware is suitable 
for everyday use as well as 
special occasions. The 
PVD-coated gold and copper 
options add a sense of 
elegance and class, 
complementing the highly 
decorative tableware found in 
the most sophisticated dining 
rooms.

monsoon home collection by denby
EH352
Mandala is a modern tableware collection inspired by 
Monsoon’s fashion archive and influenced by intricate patterns 
from traditional woodblock printing and global travel. The 
delicate pattern is brought together by Denby in a rich palette of 
deep teal green, amber and warm metallics on elegant cream 
china. Teamed with complementary placemats, coasters and 
etched glass, Mandala suits every dining occasion and is perfect 
for sharing meals.



bundt® / plimco
EH303
our stand will be bursting with new Bundt® 
designs, with something for all seasons and 
sectors. As well as our world famous Bundt® 
baking pans we will also have our bakeware 
including our Naturals Everyday Baking Range, 
Cookware, Kitchen Accessories & Tools, Microwave 
and outside Cooking. From gifts and gadgets to 
everyday essentials, we have product offering.

noGenT*** / 
nogent 3 etoiles
EH414
NoGENT*** offering high-quality 
knives, can openers and kitchen 
utensils. 100% made in France since 
1923 in Biesles, an area steeped in 
history where the tradition of 
manufacturing knives has been 
carried out since the Middle Ages. 
More than 42 successive processes 
are needed to manufacture a 
Nogent knife and all knives are 
finished by hand. Our values:- 
know-how, high quality, accessible 
to everyone, lifetime warranty, 
sustainability.
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oXo
EH215
Discover the NEW oxo tools that 
make everyday living better at 
Exclusively Housewares this year. Boil 
the perfect egg with oxo’s new 
Punctual Egg Timer. It features seven 
different settings of ‘doneness’, and 
includes a handy size selector, built-in 
piercer and illuminated progress bar. 
oxo is also extending its Peeler, 
Barware and Bathroom Storage 
range, and introducing new tools to 
strengthen its UK collection. 

nostik / icb nv 
EH284
We at NoStik, the reference 
brand in the industry when it 
comes to oven liners, are 
constantly innovating to 
make life better in the 
kitchen. We will be showing 
our popular standard range 
with adjustable oven liners, 
crisper mats and baskets. We 
have several new, innovative 
and exciting products. As a 
look says more than a 1000 
words, please come and visit 
us to discover our newest 
range and to be amazed!

notos  / my Gifts Trade
EH316
Designed exclusively for professionals in the hospitality 
sector, Notos is inspired by the remarkable colour contrasts 
and structures of the Portuguese Atlantic coast. Textured 
ceramic forms of pure and flowing lines are combined with 
metallic structures and organic materials such as cork and 
wood in a palette of light and dark. This tableware is perfect 
for the presentation of gastronomic experiences of various 
cuisines and cultures.



plasticforte / albero forte composite sl
EH158
our corporate policy is focused on teamwork, looking 
after employees and building good relationships with 
our customers. We aim to cover all the needs of any 
home worldwide with our extensive range. our team 
control the entire production and distribution process 
from design to sales. All rooms in your home will be 
enhanced by Plasticforte with our high quality 
products and trendy colours.
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pendeford housewares
EH431
New for 2019, an anti-slip tray, space-saving 
collapsible colanders and FALCoN enamelware 
offering a wide range of traditional hardwearing 
enamel bakeware.

price & Kensington
EH150
originally producing teapots 
in all shapes and sizes, Price 
& Kensington are well-
known and loved. over the 
years the range has 
expanded and now includes 
a wide selection of beautifully 
decorated collectible ranges 
and brightly-coloured teapots 
and accessories, everything a tea 
and cake lover could possibly need!

pokito™ / eddingtons
EH321
pokito™ pop-up cups are the perfect reusable solution 
for drinks ‘on-the-go’. pokito™ is ultra-portable, holding 
up to 475ml of hot or cold drinks and scrunching down 
to 5.4cm. It’s so compact it won’t clutter your bag, 
briefcase or glove compartment. It expands into three 
sizes (Grande, Medio or Espresso) so you can enjoy 
your drink just the way you like it! pokito™ is a practical 
alternative to throwaway paper cups.

polder products, llc
EH300
Polder is the solutions resource, making items for everyday living throughout the home. We focus 
on daily tasks and apply our user-centred design philosophy to create products that are useful, 
beautiful and better. Whether it’s kitchen prep & storage, home organization & laundry or 

personal care items, we are passionate about design, and how 
people use products in the home every day.  

Polder® life.style.solutions.



pyrex / international cookware ltd
EH444
Pyrex® borosilicate glass products are still today 
very well known for their superior quality. over 
100 years later, the brand now offers a variety 
of products for every prep, store, bake and 
cooking need. This year, Pyrex® will be 
showcasing a new range of large roasters with 
lids from the Cook & Store range, suitable for 
cooking in the oven (without lid) and storing in 
the fridge and freezer.

pushpan / what more
EH110
Non-stick and enamel bakeware and 
cookware. Celebrating great British 
design and manufacturing, our 
ranges encompass quality and 
endurance. our double non-stick 
bakeware offers the latest Whitford 
coating that delivers a reliable 
performance and comes with a 
ten-year guarantee. The award-
winning enamel range is 
handcrafted with an heavyweight 
steel base, an ergonomic design 
suitable for stove-top cooking and a 
lifetime guarantee.
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richardson sheffield / amefa (UK) ltd
EH408
Richardson Sheffield, an innovative British knife brand since 1839. 
Bringing you the latest products with synergy to Pantone trends for 
2019/20, combining our passion for colour and design to coordinate 
perfectly in your home. Scandi – #Trekking – Blending natural warm 
tones of Carbonised Ash with high-quality MoV Steel and exceptional 
design. Legacy – #Metropolis – Luxury combined with high-tech material 
G10 handle and MoV German steel.

ravenhead
EH150
our unique v-shaped Spritz Glasses 
are perfect for serving a variety of 
cocktails. The large bowl capacity 
allows for chunky pieces of fruit and 
ice to help infuse the cocktail 
creations and glasses are made from 
durable, high-quality glass. The 
stylish new Mojito Hiball Glass has a 
wide mouth with large capacity, 
allowing you to muddle and mix 
cocktails directly in the glass, 
releasing the aromas and mint 
flavours straight into your drink.

remoska
EH416
Standing side by side with chefs for over 60 years, Remoska®, 
originally from the Czech basin brings, the world of simple and 
perfect cooking to your home. one cooker at one click. In the 
last sixty years this clever Czech product has won its place in 
three million kitchens and for many families in the UK.   
Based on our years of 
experience we have created 
some fantastic brand new 
products which will be 
launched at Exclusively  
this year.
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riviera / my Gifts Trade
EH316
Inspired by the shapes and colours of the French and Italian Riviera, 
Christian Tortu created this captivating collection. Designed by the 
prestigious French floral designer Christian Tortu. By mixing shapes and 
colours of its landscape, Tortu created a captivating collection by 
recreating the sublime features of this region.

robert welch designs
EH309
Founded in 1955 by Robert Welch, a graduate of the 
Royal College of Art, who pioneered the introduction of 
stainless steel and tableware to the UK and went on to 
earn an MBE and become Royal Designer for Industry. 
Today, still based in the 18th Century former Silk Mill 
at Chipping Campden in the beautiful Cotswold Hills, 
where it was founded, the company is run jointly by 
Robert Welch’s children, Alice and Rupert.

royal doulton / doulton water filters
EH258
The Royal Doulton ELITE® complete home drinking water filtration 
system combines the very best research, technology and materials 
to set a new standard in drinking water filtration. Designed to be 
discreetly fitted under the kitchen sink, this system will provide clean, 
healthy, great-tasting drinking water from a dedicated tap. A 
high-specification ceramic filter removes 99.99%+ of contaminants from 
water including chlorine, lead and micro-plastics.

rosti / mepal
EH120
The family of the iconic Margarethe mixing bowl introduces 
a new member at the show. Known as The Pebble, due to 
the innovative speckled surface colours, inspired by pebbles 
that have been exposed to and weathered by water and 
wind. Guaranteed to bring a new energetic look into the 
kitchen, the bowls are 
available in four colours 
and six sizes. We will 
also be launching a 
range of our 
classic kitchen 
spoons in the 
same speckled 
colours.

roll’eat / auteur
EH265
Join the wasteless lunch revolution! With snack bags and sandwich wraps to suit your  
lunchtime needs, Roll’eat offers wipe-down and machine-washable alternatives to cling-film, in a variety of designs, from 
plain to prints and personalised, to dress up your lunch. Snack’n’go is great for anything from sandwiches to fruits and 
nuts, whilst Boc’n’Roll is great to wrap up your sandwich, plus it serves as a placemat. Rubbish-free, just rinse and reuse!



salter / fKa brands ltd
EH314
Salter Housewares are proud to 
introduce their new range of Salt and 
Pepper Mills to support their growing 
range of kitchen scales and accessories.

russel /  
h & l russel ltd
EH433
H & L Russel was established in 1981, supplying 
coat hangers, soft storage, vacuum bags, laundry, 
clothes care, kitchen utensils, garment rails and 
shoe racks to a broad spectrum of UK businesses 
from independents to supermarkets, from hotels 
to department stores.

royal doulton
EH311
Royal Doulton, established in 
London in 1815, has been at the 
forefront of contemporary lifestyle 
design, setting trends in tableware 
and interiors. From casual 
dinnerware to wedding gifts, 
decorative collectables to urban 
wall art, the brand is original and 
eclectic. With a host of designer 
collaborations with Gordon 
Ramsay, Hemingway Design and 
more, Royal Doulton is the perfect 
addition to any home.

russell hobbs / Ultimate products
EH267
We offer a wide range of laundry, housewares and cookshop products 
that are both practical and attractive, from ironing boards to 
cookware. Our products have been specifically designed and tested to 
bring durable, long-lasting and high-quality items into the home. 
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russell hobbs / Up Global 
sourcing holdings plc
EH337
Our products have been specifically 
designed and tested to bring 
durable, long-lasting and high-
quality items into the home. We offer 
a wide range of laundry, housewares 
and cookshop products that are both 
practical and attractive, from ironing 
boards to cookware.



scanpan / haus
EH229 
Scanpan has broken the boundaries 
of what a non-stick surface can do 
with the introduction of STRATANIUM 
+. The result of a two-year 
development and significant leap in 
the journey to expand non-stick 
technology, STRATANIUM + 
combines non-stick properties, wear 
resistance and unique frying 
properties all in one. Based on 
professional techniques, this range 
has been developed for and with 
chefs to create a cooking experience 
like no other. 

siGG / santeco
EH449
SIGG’s iconic designs are stylish 
yet survive the daily adventure. 
Its product portfolio includes 
bottles that are in tune with 
the latest and emerging 
lifestyle and homewares 
trends alongside those 
that can withstand the 
impact of outdoor 
activities and sports. 
Available in an assortment 
of ranges and colours, 
SIGG’s bottles are suitable 
for any beverage, hot or 
cold, and can be used 
anywhere, anytime. Functional 
and fashionable!

scoville
EH223
Scoville is all about the hottest innovative products and was the first 
range to feature Neverstick, the latest in non-stick technology and the 
most radical innovation in non-stick cookware. our exclusive 
toughening system results in a gorgeous range of cookware that is a 
massive 5 times stronger than other non-sticks.

scrub daddy /  
evo lifestyle  
products
EH287
Scrub Daddy is a unique sponge that has texture-changing properties 
just by adjusting water and temperature. It becomes soft and 
malleable in warm water for light cleaning, and firm and abrasive in 
cold water for tough scrubbing. The scrubber is also scratch-resistant 
on over 20 surfaces including stainless steel, glass and car paint and 
is top rack dishwasher-safe for sanitising.

sara miller london /  
my Gifts Trade
EH316
Travel back to a time of unashamed 
glamour with luxury silkware and sumptuous 
designs from Sara Miller London. The 
restrained grace of the swan is beautifully 
transposed onto soft and comforting eye 
masks, ensuring a perfect night’s sleep. 
Travel in style with our stunning silk travel 
bags, perfect for all your accessories, as you 
journey in elegance, evoking the spirit and 
romance of the orient Express.
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smidge
EH100
The Smidge Natural Collection Coffee Cup is perfect 
for those on the go. Made from 100% biodegradable 
material, once you feel like freshening up your travel 
cup, you can throw this away guilt -free knowing it will 
return to the soil without leaving a trace. Available in two 
sizes with the choice of eight colour options, the cup also 
boasts a half-turn, screw-top lid and silicone band for 
comfort and security while drinking your beverage of choice.

smartstore™ / orthex sweden ab
EH405
SmartStore™ provides clever solutions for modern 
living, solving everyday storage challenges. The 
brand is characterized by a relentless commitment 
to quality, where every detail matters and every 
product feature has a purpose. A constant strive for 
excellence has resulted in durable SmartStore™ 
products that stand the test of time. Scandinavian 
design forms part of the SmartStore™ heritage, 
visible in both the design and safety of the products.

smash Global
EH451
We’re excited to be showcasing a new range of lunch and 
hydration products at the 2019 London Housewares Show, 
with some never seen before products that are sure to 
excite. over the past 19 years, Smash Enterprises has 
released over 150 million products, fast becoming a 
household name in the 
lives of children and 
adults worldwide.

simplehuman
EH456
Day to day life has room for 
improvement. That’s the 
basic thinking behind 
simplehuman. By solving 
simple, often overlooked 
problems, we make people 
more efficient in their daily 
tasks at home. We call our 
products tools for efficient 
living. They’re always simple, 
functional, and built to last. 
And we only build products 
we love to use ourselves.

sistema
EH343
Made in New Zealand, Sistema products are BPA- and 
Phthalate-free and are available in a wide range of 
bright colours, sizes and styles. Stackable, versatile, 
easy-to-use containers to make daily life easier. 
Categories include Food Storage, Home Storage,  
To Go, Hydrate, Lunch and Microwave Cookware. 
2019 sees the launch of the 900ml Tritan Adventum 
Bottle, space-saving Lunch Stacks and environmentally 
friendly Reusable Straws, amongst others.
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soma
EH265
Soma means ‘drink of the gods’, and we are 
on a mission to hydrate the world in a unique 
and beautiful way. Soma create elegant 
filtration and hydration products which 
incorporate sustainability in every aspect of 

their products, right down to the easy-to-grip 
bamboo handle in their filter Jug, the lightweight 

and durable borosilicate glass body in the Carafe, 
and sugarcane plant-based filter casing, with an 

eco-friendly coconut shell filter.

staub / Zwilling J.a. henckels ltd
EH202
Made in France, Staub’s beautiful enamelled cast iron 
cookware pieces are ideal for grilling, frying and creating 
delicious slow-cooked, one-pot meals for the family.

snips s.r.l. / ep brands
EH233
Small ideas, great successes, Italianness and 
enthusiasm, Snips dreams up, designs, and 
produces everything in Italy. Italy remains the best 
place in the world to obtain the best quality in every 
aspect of a product: creativity, innovation, 
technology and aesthetic values. Guaranteeing 
100% Italianness is the commitment of two 
generations of the family Piacenza.

spontex / mapa spontex UK ltd
EH206
Spontex, the UK’s No.1 Cleaning Tools brand, is 
delighted to be at Exclusively showcasing our 
must-have high quality cloths, scourers, gloves & 
floorcare products covering all sectors. New 
products on display include Soft Hands, a glove 
soooo good the GHI endorsed it! or our new 
Mosaik range of beautifully designed scourers 
and cloths, more efficient and more resistant to 
wear and tear! DRIVE your category value 
upwards and clean up with Spontex!

stasher / pha Kitchessentials ltd
EH128
Winner of the IHA ‘Home organization and Storage’ award 
at the Chicago trade show, the Stand-Up Stasher bag will be 
launched to the UK at the show. Several new colours will be 
added to the existing 3 sizes of the plastic-free, reusable, 
recyclable range of 100% silicone, sealable bags from 
California. PackIt’s freezable bag range has its first full year 
at PHA with new designs:- The Lifestyle lunch backpack, 
Snack bag, Wine bag, and the All purpose tote bag.
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stojo / auteur
EH265
Introducing Stojo bottle: 
featuring the same great 
collapsing mechanism as the 
Stojo cup, the bottle collapses 
to 2.5 inches, a third of its 
open size, and holds 550ml of 
your favourite drink. Stojo 
bottle is made from a BPA-free 
silicone body, and features a 
wide neck for easy flow, plus it 
fits in cup holders. Make life 
on the go easier with Stojo.

sTor s.l. & QUoKKa
EH421
Stor SL is a 50-year old Spanish company, a 
global leader offering kids’ tableware & 
drinkware products, exhibiting for the first time at 
Exclusively Housewares. New ranges with the 
most popular licenses will be displayed, 
especially Toy Story 4 & Frozen 2, the new 
Disney releases for Christmas. Also presenting 
QUoKKA, a new brand of unique high-quality 
reusable hydration bottles of great functionality 
to add a fresh and stylish touch to your life.

swan products ltd
EH400
British brand Swan offers everything 
needed for the home thanks to its range 
of multi-award winning products. 
Featuring large and small appliances 
as well as accessories, Swan is proud 
to provide stylish products for use in 
both modern and traditional 
kitchens. As well as showcasing its 
new floorcare collection designed in 
collaboration with vacuum cleaner 
brand Eureka, Swan is thrilled to be 
unveiling a new collection at the show.

swig / valerie Graham
EH299
Introducing Swig’s new range of on-The-Go Drinkware 
in 4 new exciting printed designs. The range includes 
Stemless drinking cups, Mugs, Tumblers & Bottles. 
Swig™ uses double-wall, vacuum-sealed insulated 
technology,which means the space between the stainless 
steel walls is void of matter. With no medium for heat to 
transfer, your drink’s temperature will not be impacted 
by the outside temperature.

swiss diamond / smb Group limited
EH315
The amazing Swiss Diamond is dedicated to 
empowering the home chef by manufacturing the 
highest quality non-stick cookware in the world 
from our factory in Sierre, Switzerland. We believe 
cooking at home should be convenient and healthy 
- so we use cast aluminium and reinforce our 
non-stick coating with real diamond crystals.
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T&G / T&G woodware ltd
EH263
Established in 1975, with a passion for stylish, 
practical and sustainable kitchen solutions and a 
mission to ‘help make a wave of change’, T&G 
are proud to be launching a selection of 
products within the Gift of the Year-winning 
‘ocean’ range and new organic-shaped glass 
bottles encouraging multi-use and as a result 
reducing the impact on the environment. Choose 
unique products including natural sustainable 
trends from T&G!

Tala & chef aid / Geh limited
EH277
Tala has always been recognised for its high-quality 
innovative products. originally founded in 1899, Tala 
has an unrivalled baking heritage and covers all your 
kitchenware needs; from baking and icing to food prep 
and storage, with our Push & Push leak-proof food boxes. 
Everything to prepare, cook and store healthy meals or 
treats. We are excited to show even more new additions 
to our top-quality Performance Bakeware range.

The drh collection
EH204
The DRH Collection will once again be 
showing off some of our newest and best 
ranges, with a great assortment from a 
selection of our brands such as Anton 
Studio Designs, BIA & Artland. New 
additions for 2019 will include glassware 
ideal for Christmas and gifting, fun 
colourful tableware and plenty besides!

Taylor’s eye witness
EH241
Taylors Eye Witness Ltd are 
continuing their programme of 
product development and will 
have many new products 
including the Greenwich Nature 
Knife Block Set as pictured.

Tefal
EH264
over 60 years of innovation is 
at the core of Tefal, 
revolutionizing how we eat, cook and 
live. our range of innovative products 
includes Titanium cookware, Cake 
Factory, Actifry, optigrill and Garment 
Steamers. Combined with significant ATL 
and in-store investment, these are just a 
few examples explaining why Tefal 
continues to drive value into the 
cookware, kitchen electrics and 
homecare categories. Come to our stand 
to find out more!
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The hairy bikers / eurosonic
EH248
The Hairy Bikers are a couple of 
big-hearted, down-to-earth cooks 
who love good food. Having 
cooked together for more than 
twenty years, they have a 
plethora of experience in the 
industry. Put simply, these two 
know what makes a good meal. 
David and Si have successfully 
combined style and substance to 
create a range of products that are 
a great addition to any kitchen, 
from pie makers to healthy grills.

The english Tableware 
company / david mason 
(design) limited
EH276
The English Tableware 
Company is a brand of David 
Mason design and is never 
afraid to push the boundaries 
of design and develop products 
away from the traditional. our 
aim is to bring to the market 
collections of beautifully 
designed products using new 
techniques. We love to bring 
our customers something new 
and creative that can provide 
that Wow factor without costing 
the earth.

Tower
EH402
Tower has a longstanding pedigree in creating functional great-looking products which work effortlessly. 
It’s a brand found in British kitchens for over 100 years. 2018’s star performer Rose Gold, which covers 
kitchen electricals as well as housewares, has been expanded to include the gorgeous Marble Rose Gold 
collection (pictured) and Glitz. These will be alongside other new lines at Exclusively Housewares.

The wentworth Tableware company / 
candlelight products ltd
EH436
The Wentworth Tableware Company will be launching 
several new ranges at this year’s show. These will 
include our new ‘Art Deco Luxe’ range of tableware 
and accessories, with geometric repeat patterns, 
linear fan motifs and high-shine gold. Soft blush pink 
is the go-to 
colour for 
this trend. 
We look 
forward to 
seeing you 
there!

Tontarelli / T s UK ltd
EH404
The new Seal ‘n Store range is a 
clever and bespoke solution for 
food storage, designed with 
consumer-focused features in 
mind. The unique lid is both 
leak-and air-proof without the need for an 
unhygienic rubber seal. An additional feature of the 
lid is a microwave valve which incorporates a handy 
date timer with a 
stylish long-lasting 
design. The range 
offers the ultimate 
convenience and is 
suitable for use in the 
freezer, microwave & 
dishwasher.
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Tradestock
EH327
Enhancing everyday living, exciting 
new innovations across tabletop 
and glassware collections, such 
as these attractive and versatile 
His Lordship and Her Ladyship 
glasses, will offer inspired 
buying opportunities. In an 
exciting development, we are 
delighted to welcome to our 
stable Rochere, with its 
renowned heritage and 
outstanding glassware offering, 
to join distinguished brands 
Durobor and Crystalite Bohemia. 

vacu vin /  
dutch creative brands
EH236
Vacu Vin is a brand of Dutch Creative 
Brands and was founded in 1986. Vacu 
Vin is an international distributor of 
innovative wine products, which are 
characterized by their practical use in 
daily circumstances. The Vacu Vin 
assortment is distinguished by its 
originality, as well as great quality. Vacu 
Vin strives to keep its production within 
the Netherlands, which assures all Vacu 
Vin’s customers of high-quality products.

Tramontina
EH256
The Century 7-Piece Knife Block 
Set epitomises quality, style and 
innovation presented by 
Tramontina throughout their 
portfolio and offering 
unprecedented buying 
opportunities. Housed in an 
eye-catching acrylic block, 
finished off with mirror-
polished stainless steel and 
FSC-certified Brazilian black 
Jabotà hardwood, six essential 
knives fully forged from high 
quality German steel feature 
super-sharp stainless-steel 
blades and ergonomic handles.

Typhoon
EH152
The on-trend Monochrome range features 
bold colour blocks of grey, black and 
white with distinctive patterns across the 
pieces, making them stand out. Featuring 
strong, stainless steel storage with a 
natural bamboo lid, and complemented 
by natural cork placemats and coasters 
as well as bamboo serving boards in two 
sizes. Additionally, the range hosts a work 
surface protector which is heat-resistant 
as well as stylish.
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venn / cativate brands
EH409
Captivate Brands UK-based 
design team has created a 
portfolio of design-led and 
innovative kitchenware including 
Venn. This covers a range of 
multi-functional kitchenware and 
stackable utensils all with an 
emphasis on space-saving, an 
increasingly important consumer 
demand – including the folding 
Venn Knife Block, a 2019 
Housewares Innovation Award 
finalist. Available in grey, blue, 
green and red.

wham / what more UK ltd
EH110
our vast ranges of plastic housewares, gardening and storage products are all sold under the brand name Wham®. 
Designed and manufactured in the UK, Wham® products are renowned for their great quality and value. As the 
largest UK manufacturer, we are committed to include more recycled material in our products wherever possible;  
we now offer ranges made from recycled post-industrial plastics and recycled household plastic waste.

veritable / haus
EH229 
Veritable now offers a selection of over 
50 different lingots to choose from, 
allowing you to create a personalised 
garden with ease. With a fantastic 
selection of greens, fruits and 
vegetables, herbs and even edible 
flowers, there is no better way to watch 
your garden grow and experiment with 
flavours. The simple application of 
dropping a lingot into your garden creates 
an excitable journey, with up to six months 
of regular harvests. 

viners / Typhoon & viners
EH152
our new 18.10 Dune cutlery set 
takes inspiration from our British 
coastline with a sculptured handle 
design, offering a modern, yet 
timeless feel to the dinner table. 
Complete with mirror polish and 
50-year guarantee. Nightingale is 
our new 18.0 design which adds a 
modern twist to a classic curved 
teardrop handle and features a 
decorative embossed bird design. 
With mirror polish and 25-year 
guarantee.
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wusthof / haus
EH229 
Handles made from smoked oak, 
interlocking brass riveting, specially 
hardened steel for the blades: The 
CRAFTER series is a powerful string to the 
bow from more than two hundred years 
of knife production experience at Wusthof. 
As the name Crafter suggests, it is a robust 
work knife – made for unique cooks who are 
not shy of hard work, but also appreciate the 
stylish rustic aesthetic of this extraordinary 
high-quality knife. 

Zento / casa & casa ltd
EH426
The desire of consumers for quality 
and innovation at affordable prices 
has led Casa & Casa™ to strive for just 
that – delivering modern products that 
exceed expectations in design, style, 
function and price.

whitefurze ltd
EH305
Whitefurze has a 41-year history of manufacture and supply of quality 
products for the home and workplace. Exclusively 2019 will see the company 
showcase products ideal for home and office storage as well as offering an 
insight into the other core categories of garden, housewares, food storage & 
food preparation. This comprehensive offer reflects the company’s ongoing 
commitment to product quality and choice and is 100% made in Britain.

whitford ltd
EH423
Come and see Whitford’s new ranges of high-performance, non-stock 
coatings for Cookware, SDA and Bakeware. Eclipse® HB PEEK, the latest 
development in cookware coatings, offers extreme hardness, excellent 
abrasion and perfect release. PEEK is highlighted with new variations of 
Skandia x-treme for bakeware. An innovative ‘High Release’ patented coil 
technology for bakeware will also be unveiled, alongside the enduring 
Elegance colour collection.
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Why not start your 2019 Exclusively at the trend hub? The displays 
created, incorporate exhibitor’s products selected in the context of three 
consumer and design trends for 2020 as selected by our trend agency 
Scarlet opus. The three selected design trends will guide the styling of 
interiors over the 18 months. 

The trend hub, is housed in the Atrium above the Exclusively Electrical hall. 

Knowing what consumers want next, enables you to buy more of what will 
sell, it helps de-risk buying for retailers, informs and inspires 
merchandising. Trend knowledge let’s retailers be the best they can be 
and enjoy a more certain future. 

on route to the trend hub and throughout your 
time at the show, look out for the ‘Recommended 
Product Design on-Trend’ Awards on exhibitors 
stands. These have all been selected by Scarlet 
opus as being “on Trend”, meaning that they 
have the very best chance of being what 
consumers will want to buy.



To fully appreciate the value and use of future design trends, we would also recommend time is well spent either: 

1. Taking part in a trend tour, book online at www.exclusivelyshows.co.uk 
2. Attending a trend talks - available on both days at 10:30am, in the trend hub. 
3. Visiting the Scarlet opus displays in the trend hub - open for the duration of the show.

Why is an understanding of trends so important? 
Working with retailers and manufacturers Scarlet opus provide in-depth information about the future wants needs and desires of 
consumers; how people will be living in the future and what they will want to surround themselves with. They get very specific about colour, 
material, pattern, texture and shape to identify products that will be desirable 2-3yrs in advance of their launch.

By identifying trends which are relevant to the housewares sector and right for every business in it, Scarlet opus will help create a unique 
and sustainable competitive advantage. 

Trend intelligence unlocks the path to your chosen future.
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The Trends eXplained
The Scarlet Opus Trend Talks, Displays, and Trend Tours will focus on the 3 following Design Trends:

Autumn/Winter 2019-2020

The Traveller
A future-thinking yet 
traditional trend bringing 
order and control to a  
new era.

The followers of this trend 
will dare to look ahead 
with optimism to a calmer 
more stable era. 
Establishing fairness is 
central to the trend’s 
agenda and an era of 
transparency and clarity 
begins. The trend is 
focused on restoring 
balance, order and 
correctness. (Will we revert 
to format dining? Will we 
be buying British?)

Spring/Summer 2020

fellowship
A ‘Graphic Craft’ 
aesthetic that is confident 
and uplifting. 

The fellowship trend is all 
about the power of the 
collective, rising up 
together as a community  
of collaborators. 
Consideration for the 
planet, the farmers, factory 
workers and the materials 
used. It’s all about a global 
outlook which installs hope 
that it must get better for 
all. Its very much about 
revolting from the 
establishments, with its 
systems, protocols and 
procedures but moving to a 
more relaxed comfortable 
environment. 

Spring/Summer 2020

saTori
Deeper levels of 
consideration and 
compassion for ourselves 
and the natural world. 

Serenity is the basis of this 
design trend and it reflects 
on the “Art of Living”.  
A recognition and 
acceptance cement our 
relationships with what is 
real rather than virtual. 
Moving back to solid 
values, from which we can 
build a framework. 
Consideration and 
compassion are given to the 
natural world, and all that 
has a low carbon footprint. 
Veganism, biodegradability, 
cooking from scratch all 
come to the fore. 
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“the food people” will be sharing the most relevant future food and 
drink future trends which will have an impact on every visitor and 
exhibitor attending the show over the course of the next 2 years. 

Charles Banks from the food trends adds “The problem for business 
today is that food moves fast, very fast and often the consumer is 
moving faster still. Understanding what the next vegan, the next 
street food or the next Korean is, is critical for business. At “the food 
people” we combine specialist global understanding of consumer 
trends and behaviours with our expertise and passion in food and 
drink to define the future horizon in the sector”

Embrace food and drink foresight, embrace YoUR future and be a 
champion of change.

Each day there will be a Food Trend Talk, with speaker Charles 
Banks. It will take place at 11.15 in the trend hub.

“the food people” welcome visitors to their display in the trend hub 
above Exclusively Electrical, to explore their online trends platform, 
have a look through the 2019-20 trends book and take away a free 
copy of the 2019-20 trends infographic poster.
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The Brand Showcase is dedicated 
to promoting Exclusively Exhibitors 
products to the British Lifestyle 
Press & UK Media Influencers, 
providing journalists the 
opportunity to see brand highlights 
quickly and effectively without 
having to take up too much of 
their day. 

claire mcateer
tHAt’s LiFe!

Jenny Tregoning
styList mAgAzine

michelle minnaar
greedy gourmet, 2017 Food bLogger oF tHe yeAr

alison davidson
House beAutiFuL mAgAzine

We found the showcase so useful for  
sourcing ideas so thank you!

Thanks for having me. It’s such a great event to have an  
easy overview of everything that’s out there.

Exclusively Brand Showcase was so serene and manageable, enabling 
me to take time to fully appreciate the great, innovative products on offer.

Some fantastic time-saving solutions to make each day that little bit 
easier. Having the latest trends grouped together made it so much easier.

CiCi Coleman from C4’s First dates
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411147

Time for families get together 
to eat, drink and be merry! 
The build-up to Christmas can also signal a renewed 
interest in people wishing to prepare their house for the 
onslaught of friends and family, a surge in home 
cooking and baking, a desire for new table settings and 
gadgets to show off to friends and family, and to give as 
presents, sociable hosts looking for ideas to help out on 
the entertaining front, and of course, ideas of what to do 
with the dreaded leftovers! Let’s see what our exhibitors 
can offer up on all these fronts this Christmas.

Getting ready for visitors -  
setting the scene for festive fun! 

amefa
EH408
For a little taster of Amefa’s Eclat 
Metallics, buy full cartons of both 
16-piece and 24-piece sets and 
receive a FREE kids’ SPASH 
3-piece set.

barista & co
EH427
Barista & Co are passionate 
about coffee and take pride in 
crafting the finest products 
and making speciality coffee 
accessible to all. We are 
proud to supply some of the 
leading coffee, tea and retail 
shops across the globe. As well 
as the Barista&Co range we are 
proud to be the exclusive UK 
distributors for Bialetti and  
Rivers Drinkware.



carnaby / eurosonic Group limited 
EH248
Carnaby Tableware is designed in Britain to capture 
the true essence of the name. With bold colours and 
patterns, Carnaby is guaranteed to compliment any 
home.

brabantia
EH446
Brabantia have Christmas 
sorted; from food-prep 
and cooking right through 
to washing up. Make 
preparation a doddle with 
Tasty+, our new, 
multi-tasking kitchen 
utensils collection and 
make the washing up just 
as enjoyable as the rest of 
the day with Brabantia’s 
ever-popular Sink Side 
collection.

captivate brands
EH409
All Captivate Brands ranges are 
available as individual pieces, 
perfect for focused gifting. For 
Christmas prep, cooking and serving 
try Bakehouse & Co ceramic 
ovenware with ergonomic handles 
(pictured), oval and rectangular 
divided dishes, deep non-stick oven 
tray and various roaster sizes. Venn 
has different combinations of 
kitchenware in four colours, from 
utensils and scales to space-saving 
collapsible knife block sets and 
cookbook stands.
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burton mccall
EH249
CamelBak’s best-selling eddy Kids bottles come in a range of limited edition 
designs every year, and this is our top pick from the Winter 2019 collection. 
The Arctic Narwhal design combines an icy-cool look with playful cartoon 
graphics and glow-in-the-dark details.  

• BPA-, BPS- and BPF-free  
• Spill-proof design that can be used upright  
• Convenient carry-handle  
• Dishwasher safe  
• Lifetime Guarantee

bobble / auteur limited
EH265
Meet bobble Pure, the newest bobble to the 
collection. Pure is a glass fashion statement, 
featuring a lightweight, thermal and shock-
resistant design, protecting your bobble from 
unintended bumps and falls. Pure is suitable 
for hot and cold drinks, with a mouth opening 
wide enough for ice cubes, and an easy-to-
use straw top. 



corkcicle / auteur limited
EH265
Sip in style, with Corkcicles 
champagne flutes. Adding an 
extra bit of sparkle to your 
Christmas champagne, keeping 
your drinks cool for hours, it’s 
perfect for your champagne, 
prosecco and other bubbly 
beverages. or gift a Corkcicle, 
from canteens to coffee tumblers, 
in a range of styles that keep your 
drink cold or hot for hours, to 
make their spirits bright and 
warm this Christmas.

creative products
EH306
Creative Products will be 
showcasing a range of Festive 
Mermaid Cushions for the 
seasonal period. Run your fingers 
through the sequinned fabric and 
watch the image magically 
change. The Festive Mermaid 
Cushion is soft and comfortable 
and adds a strong decorative 
element to your festive 
decorations. Perfect for use on 
sofas, chairs, beds and in 
children’s rooms, making them 
the ideal gift. Available in a 
variety of designs.

elia
EH294
For an extra special gift at Christmas, the Elia Fine Crystal Gift box collection is available. Serve wine to your family 
and friends with flair using the Oblique decanter, which is sure to be the talking point of the table, and available in 
either a 83cl or 115cl capacity. After dinner, the Leila Brandy Glasses are a delight to hold and enjoy, available in 
a 2-piece gift box.

dexam
EH438
A family-run business with over 
60 years in the industry, Dexam 
continues to create and distribute 
original and innovative products. 
Changing the 
way we cook and 
prepare feasts to 
share with family 
and loved ones, 
we are 
particularly fond 
of our tools and 
gadgets.

daewoo electrical / 
eurosonic
EE20
Daewoo has become 
one of the most 
well-known technology 
brands across the world. 
The name Daewoo has 
now become a 
household name in 
heating, cooling and 
kitchen appliances. This 
year, Daewoo’s new 
ranges are all set to wow 
the crowds.
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Kambukka / bibo brands
EH254
Etna serves you a hot coffee when struggling to 
stay awake at work or an ice-cold drink after a 
workout. It will keep your drink hot or cold and 
it’s also leak-proof. Wherever you are, just rely 
on the 3-in-1 lid and drinking position you need: 
push to take a sip, open to drink like you’re 
holding a cup, or lock to head to the next 
adventure. Want to clean it after a busy day? 
Relax, the bottle has a dishwasher-safe lid and 
Snapclean® technology!
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Greenpan / The cookware company
EH142
Keen home chef? Health-conscious consumer? 
Eco-friendly gifts? The original brand of ceramic 
non-stick GreenPan™ ticks all those boxes and the 
Mayflower range adds a touch of the ‘classics 
remastered’ in terms of design too! Healthy cooking 
(very little oil required) and healthy manufacture – 
all GreenPan™ ceramic non-stick is made from 

natural materials (it is 
derived from sand) 

with no PFAs, 
PFoA, lead, 

cadmium or 
plastic-
based 
PTFE.

enso / eurosonic Group limited 
EH248
The Enso Eco range has something for everyone. The 
range has sustainability at its core. Stylish ergonomic 
designs with stunning patterns and colours. hip / auteur limited

EH265
Introducing Clean Straw®, a patented straw that zips open 
and closed for thorough cleaning, keeping it clean as a 
whistle. Plus, Hip Pouch: pack up what your storing or 
snacking on. The pouch rolls down and seals shut for 
maximum portability and minimum fuss. Finally, Hip 
Pocket: chug it down and roll it up. Soft silicone allows 
you to have a drink close to hand, without taking a 
hard-to-carry, hard-sided bottle with you. Tiny footprint, 
big innovation!

hairy bikers /  
eurosonic Group limited 
EH248
The Hairy Bikers are a couple of big-hearted, 
down-to-earth cooks who love food. They 
have a plethora of experience in the industry. 
Dave and Si have successfully combined style 
and substance to create a range of products, 
from pie makers to healthy grills, that are a 
great addition to any kitchen.



ladelle
EH282
Ladelle’s classic Christmas theme is created with the timeless 
combination of white and gold. White ceramic pieces are 
highlighted with solid and speckled gold elements. The theme has 
been extended for Christmas 2019 to include various new 
serveware and decorative pieces as well as new textiles detailed 
with metallic prints and trims.

le chateau Textiles
EH257
Le Chateau has a lovely Christmas 
textile offering that includes tablecloths, 
runners and tea towels in plains, tartan, 
tapestries and embroideries.

lsa international
EH447
Drinkware adorned with festive 
illustrations of gold fir trees. Inspired by 
an alpine forest, these tumblers, tealight 
holders, goblets, storm lanterns, mugs 
and espresso cups and saucers offer a 
modern take on seasonal decoration 
and can be used to create winter 
ambiance or style a festive scene. The 
metallic motif catches the light, inspired 
by the way fresh snow twinkles on a 
branch or Christmas lights glimmer 
softly on the tree.
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Kilner®

EH146
Introducing the Kilner® Mayonnaise Jar Set and the Kilner® 
Sauce Press Set, both new this year. Give the gift of 
homemade this Christmas with these handy kitchen 
gadgets which make healthy foods made from scratch 
simpler. Mayonnaise can be made in under four minutes, 
and homemade sauces are easily prepared by pureeing 
directly into the jar below. Make sure these are on your 
Christmas wish list for a healthy start to 2020.
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nordic ware, bundt®

EH303
Seasonal designs are one of our specialities, with our in-house design team 
making Christmas wishes come true. From the super cute Nutcracker Cakelet Pan 
to our ever popular Pine Forest Bundt® Pan, Autumn Wreathes and Snowflakes, 
there are gifts galore and kitchen kit aplenty to see on our stand.

microplane
EH246
The new Professional Peeler, 
for when it needs to be extra 
thin! The new Microplane 
Professional Peeler offers an 
ultra-sharp, stainless steel 
double blade for easy peeling. 
It is ideal for carrots, 
cucumbers, courgettes, 
potatoes, parsnips, mangoes 
and apples. It has an 
ergonomic soft touch handle 
for easy handling and a 
built-in potato eye remover. 
Perfect for both right and left 
handed use.

mason cash
EH150
originally carved by skilled 
craftsmen, the Mason Cash 
In The Forest range of food 
preparation, storage and 
ovenware items feature 
detailed woodland 
creature-style embossments 
and are perfect for 
preparing your Christmas 
feast. Additional stoneware 
tabletop accessories include 
a teapot, mug and serving 
platter which all feature our 
favourite forest characters.

my Gifts Trade
EH316
A much-loved luxury brand which 
celebrates a love of print, pattern and 
exquisite use of colour, the ‘Geese’ 
range of textiles from Sara Miller 
London is ideal for adding a splash of 
vibrancy to your kitchen in winter. Set 
in a sea of enchanting stars and 
sparkles, this delightful design 
combines humour and Sara’s 
trademark visual boldness. 



scoTT
EE24
SCoTT is dedicated to providing 
innovative consumer products, 
specialising in beverage, food 
preparation & cooking 
appliances. We strive to push 
the limits of innovation to create 
products worth aspiring for. our 
products are aimed to maximize 
the benefits of human living. 
Each of our products embodies 
quality, technology and design.

roll’eat / auteur limited
EH265
Join the wasteless lunch revolution! With snack bags 
and sandwich wraps to suit your lunchtime needs, 
Roll’eat offers wipe-down and machine-washable 
alternatives to cling-film, in a range of collections, 
from plain to prints and personalised, to dress up 
your lunch. Snack’n’go is great for anything from 
sandwiches to fruits and nuts, whilst Boc’n’Roll is 
great to wrap up your sandwich, plus serves as a 
placemat. Rubbish-free, just rinse and reuse!

richardson 
sheffield / amefa
EH408
‘For a little taster of 
Richardson Sheffield 
Scandi 5-piece Block and 
loose knives, buy full 
cartons of block and 
loose and receive a FREE 
Laser 6-piece knife block.

pendeford housewares
EH431
Anti-slip tray ideal for family 
parties.
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oXo
EH215
Christmas is about food prep. From festive bakes to the 
main event, oxo is here to lend a hand. Designed to 
celebrate the traditions of Christmas and make those 
all-important tasks better. oxo’s roasting tools include the 
Flavour Injector, Angled Baster and Digital Instant Read 
Thermometer, while the new 3-Piece Prep Peeler Set will 
transform the chore of prepping vegetables. Plus, stylish 
barware, measuring jugs, fat separators and more.
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stojo / auteur limited
EH265
Meet Stojo bottle and bowl, 
featuring the same collapsing 
mechanism as the Stojo cup and 
the same reusable initiative. 
Stojo bowl collapses to half the 
size – great for lunch on the go 
and with a silicone strap to hold 
your utensils. Stojo bottle 
collapses to a third of the size and 
carries 550ml of your favourite 
drink, with a wide neck and tethered 
cap. You’ll never want to leave the 
house without your Stojo bottle.

smidge
EH100
These bright and bold Smidge 
bottles are the perfect Christmas gift 
for friends, family or colleagues. 
They are available in five colours 
and three sizes. The leakproof, 
double-walled stainless steel bottle 
will keep your beverage of choice 
hot or cold for up to 6 hours. To 
complete the set, you can also grab 
a matching travel coffee cup. Perfect 
for those with a busy lifestyle.

soma / auteur limited
EH265
Soma means ‘drink of the 
gods’, and we are on a 
mission to hydrate the world 
in a unique and beautiful 
way. Soma create elegant 
filtration and hydration 
products which incorporate 
sustainability in every aspect 
of their products, right down 
to the easy-to-grip bamboo 
handle in their filter jug, the 
lightweight and durable 
borosilicate glass body in  
the Carafe, and sugarcane 
plant-based filter casing,  
with an eco-friendly coconut 
shell filter.

scrub daddy
EH287
Scrub Daddy will be offering a 
Christmas pack featuring limited 
edition colours of the famous 
texture-changing sponge! The same 
smiling scrubber that everyone 
knows and loves but in colours only 
available in the Christmas pack.
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whitefurze ltd
EH305
Whitefurze Ltd, as one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of plastic 
consumer products, will be showcasing a range of products for the 
Christmas market. Visitors to the stand will be able to see Christmas cake 
boxes, Christmas platters and indoor plant pots as well as premium quality 
storage boxes for Christmas decorations and wrapping paper, all 
available in festive colours!

T&G
EH263
New for Christmas will be a selection of 
products within the Gift of the Year 
2019 award-winning ‘ocean’ range, 
new organic-shaped glass bottles 
encouraging multi-use and as a result 
reducing the impact on the 
environment. Don’t miss T&G’s natural 
woodware collections including the 
popular ‘bar boards’ and ‘coasters’, 
on-trend organic-shaped wood salt and 
pepper mills, perfect pick-up gifts and 
great price points for Christmas 2019!

Typhoon
EH152
The Living otto Collection 
combines sophisticated matt 
black with gold detailing to 
offer elegance and glamour to 
any worktop. The collection 
features a hard-wearing, 
coated steel exterior, an airtight 
seal to prolong freshness, and 
each lid in the collection is 
made with sustainably sourced 
bamboo. otto is both practical 
and stylish, a beautiful addition 
to any kitchen.

viners 
EH152
The new opulence Gold 
and Rose Gold Knife 
Blocks are both stylish 
and practical for any 
kitchen worktop. The 
luxurious gold-effect 
exterior adds a touch of 
glamour to the home, and 
the ergonomic soft-touch 
handles make slicing and 
dicing foods comfortable and 
easy. The block is great for saving 
space on the kitchen worktop and the 
PVD coated blades are perfectly on trend.

Jean dubost sos
EH407
The Jean Dubost Laguiole 
Pocket Knife, makes a great 
gift with its leather holder and 
gift box complete with French 
coloured ribbon. 


